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Event-counting instruments
"Events" here are detections of a single photon or background particle 
 ≈ 10,000 / s for CTAO!  (gammas + background) in the raw data 

Measure many reconstructed properties per event: 
‣Physical: 

-Position on the sky (RA/Dec, Alt/Az) 
-Energy 
-Arrival Time 
-+ uncertainty estimates on these 

‣Optional Instrumental / Shower physics 

-telescope multiplicity  
-Impact parameter w.r.t. telescopes 
-Height of Shower-maximum 
- Width of shower (Molière radius) 
-"Gammaness" (probability to be signal) 
-Quality of reconstruction
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2.2 The DL3/Event Data Model

DL3.Event

EventStream

sb_id : uint64
obs_id : uint64
processing_id : uint32
primary_particle : Particle

Event

obs_id : uint64
event_id : uint64
time : LowResolutionTimestamp
reco_ra : float32
reco_dec : float32
reco_energy : float32

reco_alt : float32
reco_az : float32
reco_x_max : float32
background_event_type : uint8
quality_event_type : uint8

optional

SimulatedEvent

true_particle_type : Particle
true_energy : float32
true_alt : float32
true_az : float32

true_ra : float32
true_dec : float32
true_x_max : float32

optional
1 1 ..*

Figure 2.2 – UML Diagram of the DL3/Event Data Model.

This section defines the data model for lists of reconstructed events, optionally with true
quantities if available for simulated event lists. The overview UML diagram is shown in Fig-
ure 2.2.

2.2.1 Event Stream

Events are grouped into a DL3/EventStream for one observation block, containing information
common to all events therein. The DL3/EventStream is defined in Class Definition 2.1

Class Definition 2.1 – DL3/EventStream attribute definitions.

Name Type Physical Quantity Description
Required
sb_id uint�� — Scheduling Block ID of the event stream
obs_id uint�� — Observation Block ID of the event stream
processing_id uint�� — Processing ID of this event stream, links

to a processing configuration to support
di�erent DL3 data products for the same
observation block

primary_particle Particle — The primary particle which was assumed
for the reconstruction. For most CTAO
data products, this will be a gamma ray.

2.2.2 Event

DL3/Event data contains a single set of reconstructed properties of a single air shower event
assuming a single primary particle type, most commonly for CTAO gamma rays. This single
set can be selected or derived from the possibly multiple available reconstructions in the
DL2 event data.

The required attributes to perform higher-level analysis are the Event’s time, reconstructed
direction in the International Celestial Reference System (ICRS), reconstructed energy and a
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Event-lists not Photon-lists!
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Event-lists not Photon-lists!

For Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes  
(and also Water Cherenkov Telescopes): 

‣Strong irreducible background from mis-reconstructed cosmic rays 

‣Mostly isotropic (except for instrumental effects)
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Event-lists not Photon-lists!

For Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes  
(and also Water Cherenkov Telescopes): 

‣Strong irreducible background from mis-reconstructed cosmic rays 

‣Mostly isotropic (except for instrumental effects)

Photons are only statistical! 

‣Can compute "Excess photon-like events" within a region of space/time/energy.  

‣Background model is needed (or off-source measurement in some cases) 

‣Can never say if an individual event is a photon or not.
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mis-reconstructed cosmic rays 
(irreducible background)
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What we really want: 

6K. Kosack, Habilitation June 2023

To make a hypothesis about the gamma-ray emission in a 
region of the sky and to test that hypothesis.

Define 
Source 
Model

Compare 
Model 
to Data

Physical Quantities  

F(Etrue, ⃗ptrue, ttrue)

Reconstructed Quantities  

Nevents(Ereco, ⃗preco, treco)

We are missing one piece of information:   
how to go between true and measured (reconstructed) quantities?

Flux Event Counts  
within some bin or region
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Forward-Folded Analysis
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1D: spectum or lightcurve 
2D: image or spectral-evolution 
3D: image-energy cube 
4D: image-energy-time cube
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Forward-Folded Analysis
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A IRF Theory

The instrument response functionR provides the conditional probability of detecting a gamma
ray given its true energy E, true direction in the ICRS (↵, �) and true arrival time t at the cor-
responding reconstructed quantities (Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂).

This allows the computation of the expected distribution of observed quantities g(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂)
for a given true gamma ray signal f(E,↵, �, t):

g(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂)| {z }
Observed distribution

=

ZZZ Instrument Responsez }| {
R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂|E,↵, �, t) · f(E,↵, �, t)| {z }

True �-Signal

dE d⌦ dt+

Backgroundz }| {
b(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂) (A.1)

Where d⌦ = sin � d↵ d� is di�erential for the solid angle integration.

Given the precision of the employed clocks and the time scales of interest, the assumption

t = t̂ ) R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t) (A.2)

can be made for CTA, making the instrument response function a six-dimensional, time-
dependent convolution kernel transforming true quantities into reconstructed ones.

The background contamination, e. g. from air showers induced by cosmic rays not removed
by the particle classification or from di�use gamma-ray emission is not strictly part of the
instrument response to gamma radiation, but is needed to fully describe the measurement
process and is thus included here. The background can also be estimated directly from ob-
servations in many cases, for example using o� regions for wobble observations or specific
observations of dark sky regions for observations where wobble mode is not applicable.

Creating valid, general background parametrizations is a very challenging task, especially at
high energies due to the very low rate of events and computational complexity of simulating
such events. The background rate can also be estimated purely from observations, since it is
only dependent on the reconstructed quantities, but this is likewise an involved process, for
a discussion see e. g. [RD-4, RD-1]. Full background parametrizations as discussed in subsec-
tion 2.3.5 might thus not be provided by CTAO in DL3 files for some time or only with limited
energy coverage and/or with large systematic uncertainties.

A.1 Factorization

Calculating the full, six-dimensional IRF and using it for analysis is likely computationally in-
feasible. To address this issue, all currently operating IACTs use a factorization into indepen-
dent IRF components, reducing the dimensionality of each. This makes the strong assumption
that the detection probability, the energy dispersion and the point-spread function are sta-
tistically independent. The commonly employed factorization is

R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t) = Ae�(E,↵, �, t)| {z }
E�ective Area

·

Energy Migrationz }| {
M(Ê|E,↵, �, t) ·PSF(↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t)| {z }

Point Spread Function

. (A.3)

The di�erent IRF components are defined as follows:

Page 22 of 35

1D: spectum or lightcurve 
2D: image or spectral-evolution 
3D: image-energy cube 
4D: image-energy-time cube
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A IRF Theory

The instrument response functionR provides the conditional probability of detecting a gamma
ray given its true energy E, true direction in the ICRS (↵, �) and true arrival time t at the cor-
responding reconstructed quantities (Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂).

This allows the computation of the expected distribution of observed quantities g(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂)
for a given true gamma ray signal f(E,↵, �, t):

g(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂)| {z }
Observed distribution

=

ZZZ Instrument Responsez }| {
R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂|E,↵, �, t) · f(E,↵, �, t)| {z }

True �-Signal

dE d⌦ dt+

Backgroundz }| {
b(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂) (A.1)

Where d⌦ = sin � d↵ d� is di�erential for the solid angle integration.

Given the precision of the employed clocks and the time scales of interest, the assumption

t = t̂ ) R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t) (A.2)

can be made for CTA, making the instrument response function a six-dimensional, time-
dependent convolution kernel transforming true quantities into reconstructed ones.

The background contamination, e. g. from air showers induced by cosmic rays not removed
by the particle classification or from di�use gamma-ray emission is not strictly part of the
instrument response to gamma radiation, but is needed to fully describe the measurement
process and is thus included here. The background can also be estimated directly from ob-
servations in many cases, for example using o� regions for wobble observations or specific
observations of dark sky regions for observations where wobble mode is not applicable.

Creating valid, general background parametrizations is a very challenging task, especially at
high energies due to the very low rate of events and computational complexity of simulating
such events. The background rate can also be estimated purely from observations, since it is
only dependent on the reconstructed quantities, but this is likewise an involved process, for
a discussion see e. g. [RD-4, RD-1]. Full background parametrizations as discussed in subsec-
tion 2.3.5 might thus not be provided by CTAO in DL3 files for some time or only with limited
energy coverage and/or with large systematic uncertainties.

A.1 Factorization

Calculating the full, six-dimensional IRF and using it for analysis is likely computationally in-
feasible. To address this issue, all currently operating IACTs use a factorization into indepen-
dent IRF components, reducing the dimensionality of each. This makes the strong assumption
that the detection probability, the energy dispersion and the point-spread function are sta-
tistically independent. The commonly employed factorization is

R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t) = Ae�(E,↵, �, t)| {z }
E�ective Area

·

Energy Migrationz }| {
M(Ê|E,↵, �, t) ·PSF(↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t)| {z }

Point Spread Function

. (A.3)

The di�erent IRF components are defined as follows:
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Instrumental Response Decomposition

Treat components independently: 

‣Effective Collection Area (Aeff): combines optical effective 
area and efficiency of detection of photons 

 

‣Point-Spread function (PSF): probability of reconstructing 
event at position p'  given true position p and true 
energy E . 

‣Energy Dispersion/Migration (Edisp): Probability of 
reconstructing energy E' given true energy E 

‣Background Rate: rate of expected background at 
reconstructed position P' and reconstructed energy E')

Aeff =
Ndet

Nsim
Asim

8

7. IACT Data Processing Pipeline

Figure 7.32.: Instrumental response function example generated from HESS simulations:
upper-left is the effective area as a function of true and reconstructed en-
ergy, upper right is the PSF at multiple true energies, lower-left is the
energy migration matrix that relates true to reconstructed energy, and
lower-right is the same matrix but plotted as a dispersion matrix to em-
phasize the energy bias.
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A IRF Theory

The instrument response functionR provides the conditional probability of detecting a gamma
ray given its true energy E, true direction in the ICRS (↵, �) and true arrival time t at the cor-
responding reconstructed quantities (Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂).

This allows the computation of the expected distribution of observed quantities g(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂)
for a given true gamma ray signal f(E,↵, �, t):

g(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂)| {z }
Observed distribution

=

ZZZ Instrument Responsez }| {
R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂|E,↵, �, t) · f(E,↵, �, t)| {z }

True �-Signal

dE d⌦ dt+

Backgroundz }| {
b(Ê, ↵̂, �̂, t̂) (A.1)

Where d⌦ = sin � d↵ d� is di�erential for the solid angle integration.

Given the precision of the employed clocks and the time scales of interest, the assumption

t = t̂ ) R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t) (A.2)

can be made for CTA, making the instrument response function a six-dimensional, time-
dependent convolution kernel transforming true quantities into reconstructed ones.

The background contamination, e. g. from air showers induced by cosmic rays not removed
by the particle classification or from di�use gamma-ray emission is not strictly part of the
instrument response to gamma radiation, but is needed to fully describe the measurement
process and is thus included here. The background can also be estimated directly from ob-
servations in many cases, for example using o� regions for wobble observations or specific
observations of dark sky regions for observations where wobble mode is not applicable.

Creating valid, general background parametrizations is a very challenging task, especially at
high energies due to the very low rate of events and computational complexity of simulating
such events. The background rate can also be estimated purely from observations, since it is
only dependent on the reconstructed quantities, but this is likewise an involved process, for
a discussion see e. g. [RD-4, RD-1]. Full background parametrizations as discussed in subsec-
tion 2.3.5 might thus not be provided by CTAO in DL3 files for some time or only with limited
energy coverage and/or with large systematic uncertainties.

A.1 Factorization

Calculating the full, six-dimensional IRF and using it for analysis is likely computationally in-
feasible. To address this issue, all currently operating IACTs use a factorization into indepen-
dent IRF components, reducing the dimensionality of each. This makes the strong assumption
that the detection probability, the energy dispersion and the point-spread function are sta-
tistically independent. The commonly employed factorization is

R(Ê, ↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t) = Ae�(E,↵, �, t)| {z }
E�ective Area

·

Energy Migrationz }| {
M(Ê|E,↵, �, t) ·PSF(↵̂, �̂|E,↵, �, t)| {z }

Point Spread Function

. (A.3)

The di�erent IRF components are defined as follows:
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Event List

Outputs from gammapy
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IRF Dimensionality

10

(r, ϕ)

Field of View @ 1 TeV 
(Energy dependent!)

≈ 10°
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IRF Dimensionality
Internal Dimensionality (3D): 

‣Position in Field-of-View  

‣Energy → large differences! even for FOV! 

‣Time → Usually taken into account by using 1 IRF per short time interval

(r, ϕ)

10

(r, ϕ)

Field of View @ 1 TeV 
(Energy dependent!)

≈ 10°
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IRF Dimensionality
Internal Dimensionality (3D): 

‣Position in Field-of-View  

‣Energy → large differences! even for FOV! 

‣Time → Usually taken into account by using 1 IRF per short time interval

(r, ϕ)

External Dimensionality assumed constant within a stable interval 
(≈30min): 

‣Pointing direction on AltAz mount  *:  

-altitude angle (atmosphere density)  
-azimuthal angle (magnetic field orientation) 

‣Night-Sky-Background light intensity/distribution 

-Galactic Plane variations, stars (field-rotation!) 
-Zodiacal light 
-Human sources (cities, etc) 

‣Seasonal atmosphere changes, instrumental aging

(α, ζ)

10

(r, ϕ)

Field of View @ 1 TeV 
(Energy dependent!)

≈ 10°

* this works fine for HESS/
MAGIC/VERITAS with smallish 
FOV, but for CTAO (>10°) and 
HAWC/SWGO (>>10°), pointing 
direction must be an internal 
dimension

zenith 
angle

altitude 
angle
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IRF Dimensionality
Internal Dimensionality (3D): 

‣Position in Field-of-View  

‣Energy → large differences! even for FOV! 

‣Time → Usually taken into account by using 1 IRF per short time interval

(r, ϕ)

External Dimensionality assumed constant within a stable interval 
(≈30min): 

‣Pointing direction on AltAz mount  *:  

-altitude angle (atmosphere density)  
-azimuthal angle (magnetic field orientation) 

‣Night-Sky-Background light intensity/distribution 

-Galactic Plane variations, stars (field-rotation!) 
-Zodiacal light 
-Human sources (cities, etc) 

‣Seasonal atmosphere changes, instrumental aging

(α, ζ)

Non-continuous Dimensions 

‣Event Type (reconstruction quality, background quality) 

‣Subarray Choice 

‣pointing mode (tracking, drifting, moon)
10

(r, ϕ)

Field of View @ 1 TeV 
(Energy dependent!)

≈ 10°

* this works fine for HESS/
MAGIC/VERITAS with smallish 
FOV, but for CTAO (>10°) and 
HAWC/SWGO (>>10°), pointing 
direction must be an internal 
dimension

zenith 
angle

altitude 
angle
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Important note:
X-ray an analysis also uses forward-folding 
‣PI channel ≈ Ereco  

‣ARF ≈ 1D effective area IRF  (with assumed source region), ours more like instmap? 

‣RMF ≈ energy dispersion IRF, but we often store as log(Etrue/Ereco) vs Etrue to reduce sparsity 

‣No instrumental background model needed (?) 

For Gamma rays we often simultaneously model a combination of : 
‣Energy (energy-only == 1D spectra) 

‣Morphology  (position-only point-source == 2D image) 

‣Time (time-only == 1D light-curve) 

"Data Cubes" are important: 

‣Binned data in Space/Time/Energy  (and also instrumental dimensions like event-type!)  

‣We do not use the term "Cube" to talk about event lists (re: proposed Cube data model) as event-lists are not 
constrained in bins or boundaries.  
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Data Model
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3 N-Dimensional Regular Array

common.ndarray

NDArray
n_dimensions: uint8
data_type: PrimitiveType
data: PrimitiveType[]
axis_definitions: AxisDefinition[]

«abstract»
AxisDefinition

name: String
unit: Unit
scaling: Scaling

PointAxisDefinition
n_points: uint32
points: Array

BinnedAxisDefinition
n_bins: uint32
lower_bin_edges: Array
upper_bin_edges: Array

reference_points: Array
optional

«enum»
Scaling

NONE
NEAREST
LINEAR
LOGARITHMIC
COSINE
INVERSE_COSINE

1

n_dimensions

Figure 3.1 – UML Diagram of the NDArray data model.

Many data products need N-dimensional regular, dense arrays, this includes for example
Instrument Response Function (IRF) components. Depending on the shape of the array, these
are also often referred to as data maps (2D), cubes (3D) or hyper-cubes (>3D), even if the
di�erent dimensions do not have the same number of elements.

For example, the e�ective area might be expressed in bins of true energy and the field of view
o�set resulting in a two-dimensional array of shape (Ntrue energy, NFoV o�set).

The data model for such an n-dimensional array is the definition of each of these axes and
the data array itself, the corresponding UML diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.

Two kinds of axes are defined:
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Observation ≈ 30 min exposure 
Stable Observation Interval (SOI) ≈ 1-few per observation 
One IRF per SOI,  decomposed into multiple components.
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Figure 3.1 – UML Diagram of the NDArray data model.

Many data products need N-dimensional regular, dense arrays, this includes for example
Instrument Response Function (IRF) components. Depending on the shape of the array, these
are also often referred to as data maps (2D), cubes (3D) or hyper-cubes (>3D), even if the
di�erent dimensions do not have the same number of elements.

For example, the e�ective area might be expressed in bins of true energy and the field of view
o�set resulting in a two-dimensional array of shape (Ntrue energy, NFoV o�set).

The data model for such an n-dimensional array is the definition of each of these axes and
the data array itself, the corresponding UML diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.

Two kinds of axes are defined:
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Class Definition 2.3 – DL3/SimulatedEvent attribute definitions (only additional attributes
compared to Class Definition 2.2).

Name Type Physical Quantity Description
Required
true_energy float�� Energy True energy
true_alt float�� Angle True altitude of particle direction in

the horizontal frame
true_az float�� Angle True azimuth of particle direction in

the horizontal frame
true_particle_type Particle — True particle type
Optional
true_ra float�� Angle True right ascension of particle

direction in ICRS
true_dec float�� Angle True declination of particle direction

in ICRS
true_x_max float�� Grammage True atmospheric depth of the

shower maximum

DL3.Service

InstrumentResponse
spatial_selection : SpatialSelection
primary_particle : Particle
effective_area : EffectiveArea
energy_dispersion : EnergyDispersion

point_spread_function : PointSpreadFunction
background_rate : BackgroundRate
rad_max : RadMax
background_event_types : Set<uint8>
quality_event_types : Set<uint8>

optional

StableObservationInterval
start : LowResolutionTimestamp
stop : LowResolutionTimestamp
irfs : InstrumentResponse[]

«enum»
SpatialSelection
NONE
RAD_MAX

EffectiveArea
effective_area : NDArray

EnergyDispersion
dispersion : NDArray

«abstract»
PointSpreadFunction

PSFTable
psf : NDArray

PSFKing
gamma : NDArray
sigma : NDArray

PSF3Gauss
scale : NDArray
amplitude_2 : NDArray
amplitude_3 : NDArray
sigma_1 : NDArray
sigma_2 : NDArray
sigma_3 : NDArray

BackgroundRate
background_rate : NDArray

RadMax
rad_max : NDArray

1

0 ..1

1

0 ..1

1

0 ..1

Figure 2.3 – UML Diagram of the DL3/Service/IRF Data Model.

2.3.1 Stable Observation Interval

Events are associated to IRFs via time, background event type and quality event type. IRFs
are calculated for sets of quality and background event types and multiple IRFs for several of
these sets are associated to events via a stable observation interval (SOI). The time depen-
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IRF

SOI Aeff

Edisp

PSF

RBG

Observation ≈ 30 min exposure 
Stable Observation Interval (SOI) ≈ 1-few per observation 
One IRF per SOI,  decomposed into multiple components.
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upper_bin_edges: Array

reference_points: Array
optional

«enum»
Scaling

NONE
NEAREST
LINEAR
LOGARITHMIC
COSINE
INVERSE_COSINE

1

n_dimensions

Figure 3.1 – UML Diagram of the NDArray data model.

Many data products need N-dimensional regular, dense arrays, this includes for example
Instrument Response Function (IRF) components. Depending on the shape of the array, these
are also often referred to as data maps (2D), cubes (3D) or hyper-cubes (>3D), even if the
di�erent dimensions do not have the same number of elements.

For example, the e�ective area might be expressed in bins of true energy and the field of view
o�set resulting in a two-dimensional array of shape (Ntrue energy, NFoV o�set).

The data model for such an n-dimensional array is the definition of each of these axes and
the data array itself, the corresponding UML diagram is shown in Figure 3.1.

Two kinds of axes are defined:
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Class Definition 2.3 – DL3/SimulatedEvent attribute definitions (only additional attributes
compared to Class Definition 2.2).

Name Type Physical Quantity Description
Required
true_energy float�� Energy True energy
true_alt float�� Angle True altitude of particle direction in

the horizontal frame
true_az float�� Angle True azimuth of particle direction in

the horizontal frame
true_particle_type Particle — True particle type
Optional
true_ra float�� Angle True right ascension of particle

direction in ICRS
true_dec float�� Angle True declination of particle direction

in ICRS
true_x_max float�� Grammage True atmospheric depth of the

shower maximum

DL3.Service

InstrumentResponse
spatial_selection : SpatialSelection
primary_particle : Particle
effective_area : EffectiveArea
energy_dispersion : EnergyDispersion

point_spread_function : PointSpreadFunction
background_rate : BackgroundRate
rad_max : RadMax
background_event_types : Set<uint8>
quality_event_types : Set<uint8>

optional

StableObservationInterval
start : LowResolutionTimestamp
stop : LowResolutionTimestamp
irfs : InstrumentResponse[]

«enum»
SpatialSelection
NONE
RAD_MAX

EffectiveArea
effective_area : NDArray

EnergyDispersion
dispersion : NDArray

«abstract»
PointSpreadFunction

PSFTable
psf : NDArray

PSFKing
gamma : NDArray
sigma : NDArray

PSF3Gauss
scale : NDArray
amplitude_2 : NDArray
amplitude_3 : NDArray
sigma_1 : NDArray
sigma_2 : NDArray
sigma_3 : NDArray

BackgroundRate
background_rate : NDArray

RadMax
rad_max : NDArray
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Figure 2.3 – UML Diagram of the DL3/Service/IRF Data Model.

2.3.1 Stable Observation Interval

Events are associated to IRFs via time, background event type and quality event type. IRFs
are calculated for sets of quality and background event types and multiple IRFs for several of
these sets are associated to events via a stable observation interval (SOI). The time depen-
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Observation ≈ 30 min exposure 
Stable Observation Interval (SOI) ≈ 1-few per observation 
One IRF per SOI,  decomposed into multiple components.



Karl KosackDPPS

A Caveat: Point-like vs General IRFs

For some science cases, cut away background by selecting events near to source, 
optimized by the PSF:  "Point-Like IRFs" 

‣Assumes a point-like source model  with known test position 

‣PSF effects (spillover of flux outside of region) taken into account in other IRFs 

‣Simpler analysis: no need to model PSF or source position/morphology 

‣BUT: is not general (extended emission, simultaneous fit of position and spectrum not 
supported) 

We support this "type" of IRF as well: 

‣ include a table of "spatial cut" vs energy 

‣other IRFs are generated with this cut already applied. 

‣User must select which type to use, based on their analysis case.
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